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DISCUSSION: The initial application was denied by the Director, Nebraska Service Center. A subsequent
application was also denied by the Director, Nebraska Service Center. A subsequent appeal was dismissed by
the Director, Administrative Appeals Office (AAO). The initial application will be reopened, sua sponte, by the
Chief, Administrative Appeals Office, and the application will be approved. A subsequent application for re
registration was denied by the Director, California Service Center, and is currently before the Administrative
Appeals Office (AAO) on appeal. The appeal will be sustained and the application will be approved.

The applicant claims to be a citizen of EI Salvador who is seeking Temporary Protected Status (TPS) under
section 244 of the Immigration and Nationality Act (the Act), 8 U.S.C. § 1254.

The applicant filed an initial application for TPS under receipt number LIN 01 178 51527. The director denied
the initial application on November 2, 2001, after determining that the applicant failed to appear for
fingerprinting.

However, the record of proceedings reveals that the director's decision was in error. Specifically, the record
reveals that the applicant was fingerprinted on November 26, 2001.

The record of proceedings contains sufficient evidence to establish the applicant's eligibility for TPS and does not
reflect any grounds that would bar the applicant from receiving TPS. Therefore, the director's decision will be
withdrawn and the initial application will be approved.

The director's denial of the application for re-registration or renewal is dependent upon the adjudication of the
initial application. Since the initial application is being approved, the appeal from the denial of the re-registration
will be sustained and that application will also be approved. The applicant is eligible for employment
authorization under 8 C.F.R. § 274a.l2(a)(l2).

An alien applying for temporary protected status has the burden of proving that he or she meets the requirements
enumerated above and is otherwise eligible under the provisions of section 244 of the Act. The applicant has met
this burden.

ORDER: The application is reopened and the director's denial of the initial application is withdrawn.
The initial application and the re-registration application are both approved.


